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Those independence systems on finite partially ordered sets are characterized for which the 
greedy algorithm always works. 
1. Introduction 
After Kruskal [8] presented his algorithm to find a shortest spanning subgraph 
of a graph, it was soon realized by Rado [lo] that this algorithm may be extended 
to matroids in order to determine optimal bases (see also Edmonds [2] and Welsh 
[12]). In fact, given a system C(S) of subsets of a finite set S such that C(S) 
contains all the subsets of any of its members and any assignment of non-negative 
weights to the elements of S, this “greedy algorithm” (the name is due to 
Edmonds) always finds an optimal member of C(S) precisely when C(S) is the 
system of independent sets of some matroid on S (see Gale [6]). 
If C(S) is the system of independent sets of some matroid on S and w : S * R. a 
non-negative weight-assignment, the: greedy algorithm selects x1 E S such that 
I&k C(S) d ( ) an w x1 maximal. Then it selects x2 E S - x1 such that {x1, xZ)E C(S) 
and w(x,) maximal etc., and stops exactly when a basis of C(S) is obtained. 
Suppose that (x,, . . . , x,J has been selected after k steps. Then w(q)2 w(x2)3 
l l l 3 w(xk) 2 0. Moreover, 
C W(&) =max C W(X): 14 = k, IE C(S) . 
iGk I XEI I 
So the greedy algorithm is optimal at any stage. 
Analogs of the greedy algorithm for matroids have been investigated in more 
general contexts (see Edmonds [1], Dunstan and Welsh [4], Hammer et al. [7], 
Euler [3]). 
In this paper, we consider the following situation. Let P be a (finite) set 
partially ordered by a priority relation, where we write x <y if x is before or 
ecpuals y, and w: P + R be a non-negative weight assignment so that w(x) 2 w(y) 
if x dominates y. 
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We are interested in an algorithm which selects one element of P at a time and 
respects the priority relation in the sense that for x C y, x cannot be selected after 
y has been selected. That is, we consider systems C(P) of tuples (x,, . . e, xk), 
x, E P, x, G Xj implies i s j, such that with each tuple I E C(P) all initial segments of 
I are also members of C(P). Such a C(P) is an “independence system” on P. 
With respect o the weight-assignment w : P + R, the greedy algorithm may 
be forrauNed for the independence system C(P). A natural question to ask is 
therefore: “Does the greedy algorithm always select an optimal member of 
C(P)?” It is easy to see that the general answer is “no”. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a characterization of those indepen- 
dence systems for which the greedy algorithm always works. We call those 
systenos “generating systems”. Our main results are given in Sections 3 and 4. In 
c&9 5 -we briefly outline the connection between generating systems and 
“geometries on partially ordered sets”, i.e., matroid analogs on partially ordered 
sets. 
2. Idkpe&dence systems 
For a given (finite) partially ordered set P, we consider a collection C(P) of 
cuples (x,, . . . , x,) with X,EP and Xi#Xi for i#j, l~i,j~n. By abuse of 
language, we will occasionally refer to those tuples as “sets”- still keeping in 
mind, however, that the order in which the elements are listed is important. 
C = C(P) is an indepeiltdence system on P if 
(IS,) for any I=(x,,...,Q)E~, XisXj implies isj, lGi,jGk. 
(IS,) for any I= (x,, . . . , xk)E C, &,,, EC, where I,,, is the initial segment 
$-,,..., x,) of I of length m, 0 =G PY~ G k. 
:Identifying I0 = 0, we see that the empty set is the smallest element of any 
irl dependence system. 
xfe +fi+-; the height of C as 
h(C)=max{(Zi:IEC) 
and call &e element E E C a basis of C if IBI = h(C). An element p E P which lies 
in eve-g basis of C is an ishnus of C. 
A subset A c P is an (order) ideal of P if for all y E A, x E P, x s y implies 
EA. 
Let A be any ideal of P. Then we may define the &-system 
of CP). Clearly, C(A) is an independence syster.$l if C(P) is, We also use the 
notation C(A)= C(P)-(P-A). 
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3. The greedy algorithm 
The greedy algorithm for partially ordered sets 
A natural weighting w of the partially ordered set P is a function W: P -+ R such 
that for all 4 y E P x s y implies W(X) a W(Y) a0. (In christening an order reuers- 
ing function “natural” we follow Stanley [ll].) 
W extends to a non-negative function on the independence system C(P) in the 
obvious manner: for all IE C(P), 




0 if I==@ 
If I=(q,..., xk) E C(P) so that w(I) = max {w(J) : J E C(P)}, then I is optimal. I is 
w-feasible if w(x,) 2 w(x,) 2. l l 3 w(x,). 
The greedy algorithm is a procedure which determines a w-feasible element of 
the independence system C = C(P) as follows: 
Step 1. Choose x1 E P so that w(x,) is maximal and (x,) E C. If no such choice is 
possible, stop. Otherwise continue. 
Step 2. Choose x2 E P- xl so that (x,, x2) E C and w(x,) is maximal among 
those w(x) with we w(x,) and (x,, x) E C. If no such choice is possible, stop. 
Otherwise continue. 
step k. Choose xk E P-(X1,. . . , X&l} So that (X1,. . . , xk_+ xk) c c and w(&) is 
maximal among those w(x) with w(x)< w(x& and (x1,. . . , xk_+ X)E C. If no 
such choice is possible, stop. Otherwise continue. 
So the greedy algorithm will always exhibit a w-feasible element of C. HOW- 
ever, this element will, in general, not be optimal. We illustrate this with the 
following 
Example. Let P = {a, b, c} be a partially ordered set with the only non-trivial 
relation b < c, and consider the independence system 
C(P) = (0, (4, W, (b, 41. 
If the weights are W(a) =i, w(b) = w(c) = 4, the greedy algorithm will select (a), 
which is not optimal. 
We say that the greedy algorithm works if it always elects an optimal set in C. 
Also note that by prcnerty (IS,) of an independence system the greedy algorithm, 
at no stage, selects an element which, in the priority relation, is before an element 
already selected. 
Suppose now that C = C(P) is an independence system on the partially ordered 
set P for which the greedy algorithm always works, no matter how th.e natural 
weighting w on P may be defined. 
(GS,) For all I, Z’E C such that lZl< IZ’l, there exists x E I’ and y E P with y G x 
and (Z, y)~ C. 
Roof. Define for x & P, 
w(x) = 
I if tnere is a ZEZUZ’, X62, 
0 otherwise. 
Then w is a natural weighting on P, and Z is in compliance with the greedy 
algorithm with respect o w, Because af w(Z) C w(Z’) and the hypothesis that the 
reedy algorithm works, (OS,) follows, 0 
Note that (GS,) says in particular that any element of C can be completed to a 
basis of C, and that all bases of C are equicardinal, 
(ciS2) For all idcals A, B e P, with 4 c St, if the element p E A is an isthmus af 
C(B), then p is an isthmus of C(A). 
Roof, Define for x E f, 
if xEA, 
otherwise, 
Suppose ZG C is a basis of C(A) with p# I, Since Z is in compliance with the 
grccr!~ algorithm, we may, by (CJS,), use the greedy algorithm again to complete Z 
io a basis of C(S). If x is the next element chosen9 then X$ A because Zalready 
wart a basis of C(A). So w(x) = 0, Recalling that w(p) a 1 and that the greedy 
algorithm produces a w-feasible basis, we see that there exist@ a bad8 I’ of C(B) 
with p# I’, i,e,, p is not an isth.mus of C(B). Here we have implicitly used the fact 
Dhst if the greedy algorithm always works for C, it always works for any subsystem 
rrf G 
WC call an independence system C(P) a g~~er&rg sygfern (g,sJ if C(P) satisfies 
KX5,) and (GS,). A motivation for the name “generating system” will be indicated 
in the next section, 
The purpose of this section is to skew that for any g,s, C(P) and any natural 
weighting w: P-, R the greedy algorithm works, 
The proofs in this section will make use of the observation that every subsystem 
of zf g.5, is a g,s. , This enabler; us to proceed by induction on the cardinality IPI of 
the urici-rlying partially ordered set Z? By P’ we npean (p E P: p eq for no 4 E P}, 
the set (2 maximal elements. 
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So let C = C(P) be a fixed g.s, and W: P + R a fixed natural weighting on P, 
(i) There exists a w-‘feasible optimal basis of C 
Proof. Let 3 = (61, I , I, b,) be an optimal basis of C If there ia e E P* with e# B, 
then B is also an optimal basis of the g‘s, C- e with the induced natural 
weighting. Hence (i) holds by induction on IPl, 
So assume P* c B. In particular, b E P+ because of (WI). If h(C- B,) = h(C), 
B n-1 = (b l,. . . , 6a,l) may be csmpletad toa basis (Bfigl, 6) of C- B,. Now P+ c B 
implies 6 6 6,. Hence ~(6~96 w(6) and w(B,,,,, 6)~ v(B), i.e., tha ind~uetmn 
hypothesis on C- 6,, may ba applied, 
If h(C- 6”) = 6(C) - 1, then 6,, is an isthmus of C and therefore (B’, 6,,) muet 
be a basis of C, for ev~y basis B’ of C- 6”. If there is an optimal basis W of 
C- 6” with e# B’ for some  E P’, eZ 6,,, than (B’, 6,,) is aptimai in C- e and in C 
so that (i) follows as before, 
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, we may assume that B,,_! is optimal 
and wmfeaaible in C- 6,,, If w(~,,)G w(6,,4, there is nothing left to prove, 
Otherwise, in particular 6,,_ 1 Jlsb,, and hence 6,,+ e P+ and ~(b,,_~) = 
min {w(x) : xeP}, 
GonrJider now 4,-a = (b,, , , , ,6,&~ C- 6,,_,, k 
If h(C- 6,,_,) = h(C), Bn-2 may be completed to a barris, (43,,+ 8, y) of %a* 6,,+ 
Since, by (es,), 6,, is an isthmus of C- b,_ ,, 6,, E (B,,.+ X, y) &nd the mlnfmality 
of w(b,_,) shower that (B ,,_%, x y) irr optimal in C, So the induction hypotherrir 
applieti again to C - 6,,& 1 I 
In the final caBe, h(C-b,,,)= h(C,H, 6,,_* and 6,, are Mhmi of C Thus 
(B,,_s, 6J is a basis of C- 6:,41 and consequently (E&, 6,,, 6,,_,) a basis of C 
Now, keeping in mind that ~(6~~ J 4~ w(x), for all x E P, we may repeat he 
argument with (Bfl;a, 6fl, b,,, j instead of B, !Zi 
(ii) If Bk = (bi, , , , , 6J E C is eonsfrueted according to the greedy algorithm, 
then w(x) 6 ~(6~9, for all x E I) with (I$, x) E C fn particular, the greedy al= 
gorithm construe& a basis of &: 
Proof, Suppose that & is a smallest (with respect to k) counterexample and6 E P 
so that w(6) > ~(6~9, (I&, 6) E C. 
Then we may assume P g= (B,, 6) and, in particular, 6E P since otherwise (ii) 
is seen to be true by induction on IPI, 
If h(C-- 6) = It(C), then there is 6’~ P such that (I&, 6’) E C- 6, But because of 
P+- 6 g= Bkr 6’~ 6 and ~(6’) a w(6) > ~(6~9, in contradiction to the induction 
hypathesia f r C- 6, 
Therefore h(C- 6) = II(C)- 1, ire,, 6 is an isthmus, Due to w(6& w(b) and 
P+-b=&, we have b,eP+. 
If h(Gbk) = h(C), &_I =&I,, , , ) bk- ,) may be augmented to a basis 
(&_ 1, x, y) of C- bk in accordance to the greedy algorithm since, by hypothesis, 
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(ii) holds for C- bk. Since 6 is an isthmus of C- bk, x = b or y = b. In any case, 
w(x) > w(b) > w(b,), contradicting the choice of bk. 
If h(C- bk) = h(c)- 1, (B&1, 6) must be a basis of C - bk. Since Bk_l was 
colcrstructed according to the greedy algorithm and 6 is an isthmus of C- bk, 
(B k_1T b) must be w-feasible by the induction hypothesis for C- bk. But this again 
contradicts the choice of bk. q 
(iii) The greedy algorithm selects an optimal basis. 
Proof. Suppose, w.l.o.g., that Y = (yI, . , . , yn) is an optimal w-feasible basis of C, 
and B=(l,,..., b,) is a basis constructed by the greedy algorithm which is not 
optimal, 
Then there exists an index k G n such that w(b,)a w(y,), i = 1, . . . , k - 1, and 
w(tP,)< w(yk). Consider Bk_l = (b,, . . . , bk_J and Yk = (yl, . . . , yk). By (GS,), 
there is a y E Yk and y’s y with (B k-l9 y’)~ C But then w(y’)a pa w(yk) >i 
w(b,), a contradiction to (ii). Cl 
We remark that with similar methods one can prove: 
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Furthermore, every geometry may be obtained this way. 
If P is a trivially ordered set, a generating system is therefore essentially the 
system of independent sets of some matroid on P. 
For details, we refer to [S], especially thie proof of Theorem 9. 
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